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ABSTRACT 

Blockchain technology is seeing wider popularity and rapid fast development. This expertly 

decentralized peer-to-peer model attracted a number of sectors and applied to a variety of different forms 

and outside banking sector. There are likewise a couple of occasions of use found across the environment. 

Nonetheless, this spine has produced a lot of disarray and has been condemned by a gathering of 

researchers. Moreover, there used to be a considerable attention to the existence of legislation. In this 

article, we are useful to examine and evolving block chain networks, based on their security concerns. 

Therefore, provided a methodical process to the issues involved and the shortcomings of the bit coin block 

chain technology and authorized networks. It also discloses a range of possible assaults and examines 

certain counter-measures to discourage network vulnerabilities. We simulated the plurality and re-entry 

threats for the occasion. The purpose of this work is to analyze the security of Block chain, Summing up 

its new standing. Carefully displaying undermining vulnerabilities, we are not concerned about leaning 

against any particular block chain. Block chain technology has gained significant interest as a 

consequence of the large range of potential implementations as it seems originally since the block chain 

referred to as Bit coin has though, been used within a variety of various enterprise also, non-business 

applications. In contrast with the remainder of the structure gave, it is intended to help a decentralized 

framework; this imaginative skill uses shared organizations and courses a system that coordinates a block 

chain vault to store associations. To arrangement is planned as an automated log record and is followed as 

a lot of coupled gatherings alluded to as blocks. Each block is a cryptography lacquered with an old block. 

It can't be changed if a block has gotten another block. A couple of development specialists anticipate that 

the straightforward cryptographic presence of the block chain framework is fulfilling to avoid consistent 

hacking and security risks. Nonetheless, past requests have been attempted into the confirmation and lack 

of clarity of block chain improvements; given the different uses contain a decrease in thriving 

computerized attacks. Because of the expanding revenue in cryptographic kinds of cash and its recurring 

pattern security worries, earlier examination didn't focus exclusively on block chain development 

wellbeing weaknesses in the organization, and subsequent to giving extra purposes, we saw potential 

dangers to impede chain advancement weaknesses in computerized safeguard. 
 

Keywords: Bitcoin, cryptography, P2P, ECDSA 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Today, all information base frameworks, registering cycles and information the 

executives work in a disseminated design for dependability, convenience, parallelism or 

geological purposes. Replication of information limits idleness and keeps away from 
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disappointment. Moreover, a few hubs will have a few slips by and may neglect to oversee works 

appropriately. In any case, disseminated structures have numerous advantages, just as an 

assortment of difficulties. Generally, gadget support stays a key issue. Primarily, blockchain is a 

shared, reliable, deficiency open minded circulated record network that uses cryptographic 

riddles to accomplish agreement and exchanges arrangement. This controlled creation and 

utilization of innovations has reached out through different spaces and has been seen in past 

FinTech circumstances. From one view, the fundamental engaging specialists for a couple of 

organizations are virtuoso arrangements that are self-executing abilities put off the block chain 

and used to make Dapps. Without a doubt, the Dapps are decentralized and safeguarded by the 

various individuals from the block chain organization. Much of the protection and privacy studies 

on blockchain have been focused on two threads: (1) uncovering some of the threats that 

blockchain-based networks have endured to date, and (2) setting out concrete recommendations 

to employ some cutting edge counter-measures against a subset of those assaults. Nonetheless, 

almost no endeavors have been made to incorporate an inside and out investigation of the 

assurance and security properties of blockchain and of the different blockchain execution 

strategies.  

 

This brings careful attention to the assurance and stability of blockchains. First of all, we 

define the concept of blockchains for network transfers and discuss the basic and extra 

authentication and privacy properties of blockchains. At that point we examine a scope of 

reasonable security techniques, specifically cryptographic arrangements, to achieve both explicit 

and extra security targets. We recommend that as blockchain innovation attracts interest and to be 

applied in various executions, it is critical to build up a top to bottom comprehension of the 

insurance and security properties of blockchain and the degree of certainty that blockchain may 

offer. Such mindfulness could be inadequate with regards to the underlying drivers of blemishes 

in existing blockchain execution structures and offering foreknowledge and specialized 

progression on strong guard methodologies and counter-measures. This research paper is planned 

with two goals. To begin with the segment will spotlight non-security experts in order to get a 

deeper understanding of the security and privacy properties of blockchain engineering. Second, it 

will allow subject experts and professionals to examine the safety and security of blockchain 

bleeding edges. In addition, we discern key blockchain security credits and extra security and 

defense properties, analyze certain security responses to meet these security goals, and suggest 

open difficulties. We expect that this review will also control the region researchers and experts 

should define suitable blockchain models and procedures for particular space-based 

implementation circumstances. It permits a computerized exchange record and empowers every 

one of the framework individuals to alter the record in a checked way that is sent through the 

necessary PC framework. To join any progressions to the current information block, both of the 

focuses present in the organization will run estimations to check, approve and arrange data 

exchange with the past blockchain. On the implausible chance that the lion's parts of the focuses 

would agree to trade, it would be tried by then, and a further bloc would be connected to the 

current chain. 

 

Overview of Block chain 

The primary recorded blockchain idea was in 2008, and the principal open source blockchain 

application was executed in 2009 as a fundamental piece of Bitcoin, the main decentralized 

advanced cash component to trade bitcoins with the open source arrival of shared Bitcoin 

applications. Both have been advanced by an obscure gathering. The Bitcoin convention utilizes 
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the blockchain as a focal public record that tracks and checks all bitcoin exchanges on a 

straightforward Bitcoin shared organized framework. A notable achievement of the Bitcoin 

blockchain is the possibility to maintain a strategic distance from rehash venture on bitcoin 

exchanges traded in a really decentralized shared organization, without depending on some 

reliable national bank authorities. 
 

What's the Blockchain? 

As a secure ledger, the blockchain works out the evolution of the exchange records into an 

increasingly expanded chain of blocks, each block being controlled by cryptography procedures, 

in order to allow for the sound respectability of the exchange records. New blocks must be 

submitted to the global block chain on the grounds of their successful competition with the 

decentralized agreement technique. In particular, notwithstanding exchange record data, the block 

likewise safeguards the hash estimation of the entire block itself, which can be utilized as its 

cryptographic picture, in addition to the hash estimation of the past block, which goes about as a 

cryptographic connection to the past block in the blockchain. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Block Chain Architecture 

 

A decentralized understanding measure is followed by an association that controls I the 

incorporation of new blocks into the block chain; (ii) the read show for the secured affirmation of 

the block chain; and (iii) the precision of the data idea of the trade logs associated with each 

blockchain copy set aside on each center. Thusly, the blockchain guarantees that if the trade 

record is attached to the block and the block has been viably created and gone into the 

blockchain, the trade record can't be changed or corrupted brilliantly, the reliability of the data 

content in each block of the chain is ensured, and the blocks, when zeroed in on the blockchain, 

are not influenced. Therefore, a blockchain goes probably as an ensured and dispersed record that 

records all trades between any two social events to an open coordinated structure adequately, 

consistently and obviously. Concerning Bitcoin organizations, the blockchain is used as its 

consistent, ordered and dependable structure. Public data base for all trades that bitcoins 

exchange on the Blockchain organization. This ensures that all bitcoin trades are enrolled, 

coordinated and dealt with in cryptographically encoded blocks that are joined in an irrefutable 

and enduring manner. Block chain is an earnest overseer in protecting bitcoin trades from many 
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showed and problematic confirmation, security and conviction worries, for instance, twofold 

utilization, unapproved revelation of private trades, the trust in a solid central position, and the 

deceitfulness of decentralized count. Blockchain is an essential guardian in guaranteeing bitcoin 

trades from many perceived and troublesome issues of classification, protection and certainty, for 

instance, double consumption, unlawful exposure of private trades, and reliance of the trustee in a 

central job, and the scheming of decentralized creation. Bitcoin's arrangement of sending 

blockchain was the stimulus for an assortment of different uses, for example, clinical treatment, 

joint effort, confirmation of guidance, public help, and safe capacity. The Block chain metadata is 

dealt with by the Bitcoin Core customer in Google's Level DB. We can consider Block chain to 

be a vertical heap of blocks held rather than each other with the bottommost block going around 

as the base of the stack. The blocks are combined and address the last block in the progression. 

The individual squares are perceived by a hash made using a consistent hash figuring (SHA-256) 

of the cryptographic hash showed up on the block header. 
 

Block chain’s Network 
Bit coin network is a scattered network where painstakingly stamped trades are supervised by a 

public list addressing comparable data. To talk with the block chain, a trade is sent on the 

association and checked by all buddies. The block contains information relevant to each trade and 

after an arrangement is reached, the block will be added to the block chain. The technique will 

start with each new exchange. Concerning Ethereum and Hyper ledger, similar arrangement of 

communications is utilized. Anyway, an ongoing meaning of a savvy contract has been 

actualized. Each agreement occurrence will be packaged in the payload of every exchange and 

will circle in the organization dependent on the gas cap, and so on Each accepting companion can 

perform savvy contract capacities to make a local copy of each agreement in its present status. 

 

Consent less or affirmed organization:  

Passed on Record Frameworks can be irritated among unapproved and unapproved networks. The 

allowed network restricts the amount of allies who can interface the block chain and partake in 

the endorsement, conversely with the illegal association, where anyone can add to the definitive 

chain. For e.g., Bitcoin and Ethereum are assent less block chains that depend upon a Proof-of-

Work2 (PoW) understanding. This is fixated on the restriction of the PC to vanquish the 

cryptographic issues of using colossal measures of energy. Thusly, the objective and helper 

chances for centers with strong hardware to manage the association are higher. To lessen this 

issue, the latest Ethereum Peacefulness release changes to the Casper show, which is a Proof-of-

State (PoS) computation where separate center points are rebuffed in case they bet erroneously on 

a square. Furthermore, one more favored situation of this kind of understanding is that the PoS is 

a repetitive figuring. Hyper ledger, on the other hand, is allowed to block chain. The amount of 

individuals is confined and the structure is managed. The bookkeeping page just contains a 

movement of phenomenal trades related with each center. 
 

Related Works 

The consumption of Blockchain innovations in Bitcoin, which be proposed in a general 

sense answerable for BT's expanding enthusiasm. Bitcoin, a decentralized circulated progressed 

cash bank, screens each and every modernized open entryway in an open record. It will list all 

exchanges to be exchanged between expand gatherings and will be investigated by a person's 

approach inside the setting of one another. At a time where material has been recorded in an 

elevated level circumstance, it can't be revived. In these lines, Bitcoin has a nonstop and 
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consistent record of each event. In light of everything, bitcoin is profoundly questionable in the 

significant level money usefulness. Regardless, Block Chain Technology has discovered a wide 

assortment of uses in both cash related and non-financial territories. A Blockchain goes into an 

advantageous strategy in a mechanized climate, consoling a protected stage that holds past proof 

of best in class exercises by giving an open, undeniable information base. Exercises applicable to 

Block Chain Technologies are requested with a view to (3) three portrayals comparable to 

availability:  
(a) Opening to the First Century (Blockchain 1.0),  

(b) Opening of the Second Century (Blockchain 2.0),  

(c) Private Third Generation (Blockchain 3.0)  

 

Blockchain 1.0 exchanges scrambled sorts of cash to applications related to cash, for 

example money developments, cash returns, and progressed pieces. Blockchain 2.0 enters mind 

twisting blueprints for the financial market close by budgetary use, this picture treats extra course 

of direct money exchanges. It incorporates stocks, protection, improvements, contracts, names, 

apt resources and basic blueprints. The third set alludes to applications from past financial 

frameworks, cash and economies. It covers fields, for example, government, improvement, 

research, limit, culture and workmanship. Accordingly, under this game-plan, blockchain is 

viewed as private. Blockchain is a sure movement that could well advance the peril of 

modernized assaults created against a singular end, which may chop down the entire structure [3]. 

Notwithstanding, a coded impedance or system deficiency may have powerfully hindering results 

on the insurance of the structure. [4]. 

Blockchain is a development that requires all individuals to keep a Database containing all trade 

data and to change their Ledgers to keep up straightforwardness at whatever point another trade 

occurs. Since the happening to Internet and cryptographic headways has made it practical for all 

individuals to check the security of the understanding, a single reason for dissatisfaction coming 

about in light of reliance on an embraced outcast has been endure. The blockchain has seller free 

(P2P-based) credits, thus killing superfluous issues. Charges through p2p moves without the 

consent of an outcast. Since the responsibility for information by various makes hacking 

unimaginable, security costs are dodged, trades are immediately recognized and enrolled by mass 

commitment, and quickness is ensured. In relationship, the structure can be supportively realized, 

associated and extended using an open source, and trade data can be unreservedly had the 

opportunity to reveal trades and to diminish the amount of trades authoritative costs [5].  

The blockchain is a various leveled list that stores information in a way like the disseminated 

record and is customized to make it difficult to misuse singularly as the organization individuals 

save and check the blockchain. Each square is comprised of a header and a body. The header is 

utilized. The hash estimations of the past and present squares and nonce blocks. The square 

information is checked in the data set utilizing the file cycle. While the square doesn't contain the 

following square hash esteem, it is presented as a training (Figure 1)[6]. Since the hash esteems 

contained in each friend in the square are impacted by the estimations of the past squares, it is 

hard to distorted and change the recorded information. Despite the fact that information 

adjustment is practical when 51 percent of companions are undermined simultaneously, the 

assault situation is sensibly muddled.  

Public, key-based verification and hash works that can be decoded are likewise used to give 

security in the blockchain. The ECDSA (Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm) electronic 

mark calculation, which confirms the advanced mark created during an exchange between 

people, used to demonstrate that the exchange information has not been refreshed. While utilizing 
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an unknown public key as record data permits one to realize who sent the amount to another 

friend, it additionally ensures security so it’s absolutely impossible to track down data relating to 

the proprietor [7-8]. The hash work is utilized to approve that the square information containing 

the exchange data are not changed and to find the nonce incentive to get another square, just as to 

guarantee the consistency of the exchange information during a touch coin exchange. The 

security of exchange records can be checked by open key-based encryption of the exchange 

information hash esteem. In addition, utilizing the root hash esteem that collects the hash 

estimation of every one of the exchange data, it is anything but difficult to choose if the bitcoin 

information has been changed on the grounds that the root hash esteem is changed as the worth is 

changed in the strategy [9-10]. 
 

Proposed Methodology 

Here, blockchain arrange security worries to turn into the most notable examination worry in the 

field of framework wellbeing measures. In one or the other case, there are as yet different 

concerns with respect to its versatility, security, openness and reasonability. With the coming of 

cutting-edge cash advertisements, sight and sound attacks are focused at making an impact on 

showcasing and business-situated organization. They are likewise extending. Among the different 

dangers, Distributed Denial of service (DDoS) attacks is perhaps the most broadly perceived 

framework information move ability attacks that have wrecked organization s. DDoS attacks on 

blockchain-based stages are not as expected attacks, and in decentralized and shared 

advancements, it is moreover irksome and exorbitant than in the standard distributed framework 

engineering, where an endeavor utilizes countless little trades to smother the framework. Thusly, 

versatile and decentralized blockchain courses of action can give high accessibility, anyway 

DDOS attacks are made plans to remain a devoted danger to security. In advanced cash 

conditions, money exchanges start to lead the pack, however these networks are dependent upon 

DDoS attacks quite far. Scarcely any money exchanges have been shut because of DDOS attacks. 

It's the principle bitcoin middle person, and the most noteworthy bitcoin exchanging is estimated. 

EVasek, alongside Mooere, completed a definite observational investigation of DDOS attacks in 

the Bitcoin Biological Climate, alongside the detailed 58 attacks on trade and Bitcoin 

organization. In particular, there are 250+ DDoS attacks on 40 Bitcoin organizations, where 7 

percent of a solitary acknowledged chairman has been attacked. Various figures show that 19.1 

percent of the small mining pools were struck by DDoS attacks, while 56.8 percent of the huge 

pools endured comparative attacks. They were contrasted and a legitimate methodology and a 

manipulative procedure. In an authentic model, the Alliance Players could place assets into 

additional highlights to amplify the probability of dominating the following race. Dishonest 

entertainer coalitions focused on the mining business and did an exorbitant DDoS assault to cut 

down the ordinary execution of the contending mining pool. 
 

Project of Block Producers 
Speculatively, inside certain Blockchain networks, the danger of BP's (diggers, approves) scheme 

is drawing nearer. In the light of the DPoS did a couple of approvals, it is consistently possible to 

make interests between them. According to vitalik, beyond what two significant attacks can be 

completed inside people. 

 

Conspiring BPs 

Limitation, change the structure boundary, and twofold spend attacks. Oversight Attack: While 

the plan is eventually intended to empower rivalries and joint efforts between Bps, there is no 
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affirmation for specialists and customers that their applications and trades won't be adjusted 

there. Oversight of the attack alongside the DPoS implies that the BPs will pass on genuine 

trades. It won't be a significant issue for the framework in the event that it happens when an 

individual is altered by a singular BP (or a little assembling). 

 

Changing system parameters 

In DPOS, all developments must be enabled by complex partner permits, which are practically 

feasible for the suspense of BPs along with the special adjustment of their convention parameter. 

If the assault is a success, the attacker (or aggressor gathering) will at that stage alter the 

formation, expand their block rewards, and fork out individual allies together with a variety of 

convention alternatives. The margin to change the criterion is equal to the substitution of 51% of 

the observers picked.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2 : Proposed Diagram 

 

The more the partner endorses the observer's choice, the more difficult it is to adjust the criterion. 

The DPoS is designed in such a way that these attacks are impractical without the consent of the 

electorate. In EOS scenarios, improvements to the Near Convention parameter require time 

delays before they are actually consolidated. Similarly, approval for the 17/21 BPs is expected to 

change the constitution and will keep the endorsement back for 30 days before changes can be 

made. In the event that the client does not embrace the transformation, the BPs can be removed. 

During that time, and replace them with makers who do not welcome transition. At last, modify it 

the guidelines rely on everyone in the system to revise their bid, and no block chain level 

convention can authorize the alteration of the system. This means that hard forking bug fixes can 

be eliminated without the need for a vote by the partners, as long as they remain consistent with 

the normal intended actions of the code. Only security-based hard-forks can be introduced in such 

a way. 
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Scaling attacks 

Another potential assault vector remembers suspicions for whether the modern scale DPoS 

blockchain resembles. As Larimer recommended, EOS is probably going to be scaled so much 

that huge worker ranches work as BPs to give the level of bandwidth and speed that the 

framework needs. It has not yet been seen eventually; however it very well might be that, by 

some coincidence, the thoughts merit thought. If BPs are needed to live inside submitted worker 

ranches, they lessen the amount of conceivable BPs and, specifically, confine the quantity of 

items that can be taken out from close substitution BPs. For the situation that there are no BPs 

with sufficient resources for supplant the BPs that have been taken out, the framework will 

proceed in service by then. Citizens would need to make due with rebuking investigating BPs and 

pulling down the framework's overall resources. 

 

ATTACKS 

This section discusses a variety of attacks scenarios that can be conducted on DLTs (Distributed 

Ledger Technology) and summarizes the effects of the two attacks that we simulated. 

 

A. Security of transactions 

Blockchain security depends on encryption techniques that are based on the management of keys 

over the network. The authenticity of transactions is corroborated by the use of digital signatures 

and by each transaction point of the previous one. Each transaction is broadcast for validation 

between peers. Whereas, this allows the adversary to delay the delivery of the message which 

will help render double-spending. The other consequence is that the allocation of transactions is 

refused. In contrast, a little more The recurring example of deception consists of controlling the 

inbound and outbound relations of the intended user by carrying out an eclipse attack. Double-

spending attacks have been carried out during block forks, where the longest chain is typically 

used in similar cases. 

 

B. Spam Assault 

A spam assault comprises of producing exchanges that show how clients handle information, 

hindering the network and postponing the production of blocks while burning-through gas and 

registering energy. This outcomes in a decrease in the quantity of companions who can be 

reached and a total network blackout. 

 

C. Mischievous Deal 

Smarts contracts can't endure code special cases and rebuilding strategies when arrangements are 

being approved. Exchanges can be delayed or mistaken. For instance, we mimicked a 

reemergence assault utilizing Ganache, which gives and introduces a web interface for the truffle 

system. On our apparatus, a private blockchain network of five hubs interfaces with our 

Ethereum wallet, where our malevolent store contract is made and marked. The motivation 

behind the agreement is to execute a similar reemergence work until the finish of the underlying 

cycle. The call capacity will summon correspondence with the primary agreement a few times 

before it is done, causing bugs[31]. As should be obvious in the outline. Better believe it, there's 

3 and Fig. 4. Arrangement creation without cost Ether (VALUE=0.00 ETH) came about when the 

purchaser lost 0.01 ETH (BALANCE=99.99 ETH). 
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D. Anonymity: 

Introduction to metadata upsets secrecy and eliminates classification. Furthermore, information 

on the client's location can prompt a setting observing and change of monetary and non-monetary 

applications. Along these lines, the improvement of a pseudo-namelessness character blender that 

depends on cryptographic plans in the Hyperledger network and the usage of the Whisper 

steering convention in the Ethereum blockchain to cover delicate relations. Notwithstanding, the 

malignant blender can get rowdy. Likewise, the idea of networks has been raised with the end 

goal of guaranteeing more prominent protection. The objective is to isolate the activity and not 

utilize the blockchain for any exchange. Off-chain capacities, which were initially intended for 

versatility purposes, actually uphold clients. Furthermore, the hyperledger network or different 

networks fabricate private chains or chain consortia that, if enough performed, decide the state 

channel and are deficiently arranged. As of late, ZK-SNARK approaches have been added to 

guarantee more handle honesty and halfway receptiveness without trading off protection. Though 

it requires 1 hour for specific applications to make a proof. 

 

E. Mining Piscine: 
Awareness should be utilized to arrive at the mine pool. Control of the mining consortium relies 

upon the pace of hashing and the quantity of affirmations. In the feeling of the PoW Consensus, 

these conditions can't, kindly limit the danger of assault. For instance, we recreated a lion's share 

assault focusing on the bitcoin network. This assault empowers us to deal with mining hashing 

capacity and subsequently to do other vindictive exercises. Keeping that in mind, we have 

associated 10 distinct hubs to the test network. The consequences of our recreation are summed 

up in Table II. We have discovered that a lower number of affirmations will bring about a more 

significant level of harm.  

Fitness (0.4, 3)= 0.664168. 

Plausibility (0.4, 4)= 0.60340.  

Often, as we have encountered, possessing half of the hashing power adds to assuming 

responsibility for the network and has the longest chain of exchanges quicker than the remainder 

of the network.  

Probability (0.5, Nb of confirmation)= 1. 

 

F. Targeted DDoS Attacks 

This attacks comprise of flooding the network with a great deal of data so that exchanges become 

unmoved. Interestingly, taking principle peers offline for a specific timeframe to manufacture 

extra affirmation discoveries into critical ramifications in the use of DLT. This requires perhaps a 

scope of steps to ensure against attacks on flexibility and accessibility. Customer advantages 

identifying with the quantity of registration, block size limits, vagrant exchanges notwithstanding 

and obliviousness of non-standard exchanges can be refered to. 

 

G. Timejacking Attack 

Normally, an assailant may change the network season of the hub by adding however many 

companions as could be expected under the circumstances and sending wrong timestamps to the 

network. This outcomes in the speeding up of different friends and the separation of the 

objective. The network doesn't have an assault from valid hubs. Potential arrangements might be 

time range fixing and the utilization of companion framework timing or Blockchain middle time. 
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Results and Discussions: 
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Conclusions 

PoW is Bitcoin's most standard tuning and creative mind administration site. 

Unmistakably, the making of the Bitcoin with PoW and the safe time-venturing organization give 

a solid security plot. Notwithstanding, it suggests that this plan is helpless against a wide 

grouping of security dangers, for example, twofold spending (or ra-attack) severity. Any 

blockchain stage is proposed to give less consent by getting PoW and improving security and 

insurance, for example, Bitcoin, which utilizes Segwit and permits advancements, for example, 

Lightning Network. ZeroCoin is a cryptographic augmentation to Bitcoin that outcomes in 

unremarkable and untraceable exchanges utilizing a zero-data endorsement measure. Taking 

everything into account, the security of DLTs depends on the ability to make sure about private 

keys. In any case, the movement of Blockchain throughout the most recent ten years, an extent of 

security issues and adaptability issues continue being tended to. Finally, organizations should 

zero in on the helpfulness of their applications, and an extent of attributes should be considered 

preceding picking the best model to utilize. For example, legitimate and managerial systems are 

relied upon to direct blockchains and their usage. In any case, our ensuing stage is to find a few 

solutions concerning the malignant uses of blockchain. 
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